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Imperatives for attracting investment and capital into the regions

Changing Rural Economies - The Future for Regions
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Solving tomorrow’s large scale environmental and social challenges requires a new way to partner 
and collaborate across sectors and technical disciplines. It requires purposeful transformation 
strategies, new forms of governance, and new instruments of finance. Inclusive Growth Partners 
provides these capabilities to governments, investors and industries, enabling partnerships that 
can address the world’s most pressing challenges.
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Our discussion today aims to explore the fundamentals of inclusive economic growth, 
place-based approaches and considerations for investors

Key concepts in today’s discussion

Inclusive Economic Growth Place-based Approach Investment Considerations

Inclusive Growth is an approach to economic 

development that considers aspects of sustainable 

economy, participation, capacity building and multi-

party investment.

Place-based investment is one approach to driving 

greater impact and economic outcomes from both 

public sector and private investment.

Place-based investment builds on inclusive growth 

and delivers financial returns through optimisation of 

local resources and creation of economic 

ecosystems.

Institutional investors place capital either directly or 

through asset managers, in public and private 

markets. Investor considerations include portfolio fit, 

exit options and other factors such as scale of 

capital and operational risk.
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Income and wealth inequality in Australia was rising before COVID-19 with the top 20% 
having 90x wealth and 6x income of the bottom 20%

Source: Inequality in Australia 2020, UNSW Social Policy Research Centre; ACOSS

Income Inequality Wealth Inequality

2017 2020 2017-2018

▪ The top 20 per cent of households 

have nearly six times the income of 

the lowest 20 per cent (increasing)

▪ The average household disposable 

income for people in the highest 20 

per cent of households is $4166 per 

week, more than twice the income 

of the middle 20 per cent ($1884 

per week) and nearly six times that 

of the lowest 20 per cent ($753 per 

week)

▪ The main household income source 

across all households is wages and 

salaries

▪ Households in the highest 20 per 

cent receive almost two-thirds of all 

investment income (65 per cent), 

while those in the lowest 20 per 

cent receive over one-third (38 per 

cent) of all social security income

▪ The industries most affected by the 

pandemic were twice as likely to 

employ workers with less than high 

school qualifications than the least 

affected industries

▪ Average weekly wages in the most 

affected industries were less than 

half (46 per cent) of those in least 

affected industries

▪ Average wealth is $1,026,000 and 

is distributed extremely unequally

▪ The average wealth of the top 20 

percent of wealth-holders is 

$3,255,000 – over 90 times the 

wealth of the lowest 20 per cent 

with just $36,000

▪ From 2003 to 2017, the average 

wealth of the highest 20 percent 

grew by 68 percent compared 

with 6 percent for the lowest 20 

percent

▪ The average superannuation of the 

top 20 percent is $496,000 – nine 

times that of the lowest 20 percent 

at $58,000

$1,026,000

$3,255,000

$36,000

Top 20%

Bottom 20%

Average Wealth
90x Wealth

6x Income
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Population density, employment and demographics vary across Australia which create 
challenges for inclusive economic development that are specific to places

Source: Grattan Institute

Context in 2016-2017, SA3 level, darker represents higher values

Population Density

Unemployment Rate

Inequality

Age Distribution

Australia’s population is 

concentrated in the major 

cities and surrounding 

suburbs

Both cities and regions 

have pockets of high 

unemployment

Regional NSW and 

regional Victoria have 

older populations than the 

rest of the country

Areas with high incomes 

tend to be the most 

unequal
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Investing in economic growth considers the approach, balance of local and ‘global’ market 
participation, as well as balance of diversification with growth

Source: Inclusive Growth Partners

Common considerations for investment in economic growth

Balance of

diversification with 

growth

Balance of local 

economy with 

participation in other 

markets

Top-down vs 

bottom-up planning 

approach

A top-down approach establishes 

a strategy without being 

encumbered by what is present 

today e.g. Abu Dhabi. 

A bottom-up approach considers 

natural endowments first and 

approaches the challenge from 

the perspective of what can be 

done with what we have e.g. 

Latrobe Valley.

Local economic activity requires 

a critical mass of demand and 

supply across one or more 

commodities, goods or service 

areas.

Participation in other markets 

requires a focus on access to 

market (considering e.g. know-

how, physical, economic and 

regulatory barriers).

Balance of dependence on a key 

actor or industry, with 

development of an eco-system or 

cluster of mutually reinforcing 

activities; considering rate of 

growth and constraints of capital, 

depth of labour market and 

supporting enablers such as 

local professional services.

NOT EXHAUSTIVE

1 2 3
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What is inclusive economic growth?
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Inclusive growth enables equitable distribution 

of the benefits of economic growth to investors, 

society and the environment
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Inclusive Growth is an approach to economic development that considers aspects of 
sustainable economy, participation, capacity building and multi-party investment

Overview of the key factors for inclusive economic growth

Sustainable Economy Governance Capacity Building Multi-party

▪ Is focused on economic activity 
and investment with financial 
returns

▪ Involves innovative finance 
including environmental finance, 
catalytic capital participation, 
and innovative ownership and 
distribution mechanisms

▪ Measures value across non-
financial metrics

▪ Introduces means for 
productivity enhancement over 
time e.g. through innovation or 
technology

▪ Provides means for inclusive 
and democratic participation in 
planning and priority setting

▪ Links to physical place and its 
governance

▪ Enables precinct or master 
planning of place so investors 
can optimise land use against 
investment parameters

▪ Includes metrics, mechanisms, 
incentives and penalties around 
inclusion

▪ Provides opportunities for 
participation at all levels from 
employment to service provision 
to investment to decision making

▪ Involves integrated capacity 
building in the economic activity

▪ Includes a structured approach 
to supply chain and SME 
participation in the eco-system

▪ Includes mechanisms for 
increased financial capacity and 
capital accumulation

▪ May include transition 
arrangements and skilling

▪ Involves more than two key 
economic actors (e.g. not bi-
lateral)

▪ Government is not the dominant 
actor

▪ Considers environment as a key 
actor in the structure

▪ Focus is at an eco-system level

Source: Inclusive Growth Partners
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How can a place-based approach benefit regions?



11Note: Edenville is a fictious name of an Australian town that has engaged Inclusive Growth Partners as lead advisor on its economic transition from a coal economy to a diversified economy

“Edenville” is an Australian town with the potential to be an exemplar model of economic transition; from a 

coal mining and coal-fired energy producer, to a renewables-led, diversified and inclusive economy. 

Edenville aims to become an important node in Australia’s energy and transport system.

Edenville will leverage its natural endowments to achieve an economic and social transition using a place-

based approach. The town’s geographic location and existing infrastructure will form the basis of an 

investment attraction program, that will link investment in real assets with services, coupled with a human 

capital development and transition program.

Leveraging rail and road infrastructure, Edenville can be a zero-carbon logistics hub for the entire eastern 

half of Australia. Sharing the benefits of this new investment with other local businesses, farmers and 

communities, the City of Edenville will be the exemplar of sustainable and just transition.
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Place-based investment is one approach to driving greater impact and economic outcomes 
from both public sector and private investment

Source: https://www.vic.gov.au/framework-place-based-approaches/print-all#introducing-the-framework; Inclusive Growth Partners analysis

Overview of a place-based approach

▪ Shifts from portfolio to outcome focus

▪ Develops an integrated decision 
making approach allowing for holistic 
solutions and encouraging horizontal 
linkages and cross-sectoral responses

▪ Provides a platform for partnership, 
funding and financing coordination

▪ Captures economies of scale through 
aggregation

▪ Incorporates a deep understanding of 
local context in priorities and 
resourcing

▪ Empowers local communities, building 
human capital and ensuring that local 
people are agents of change
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Place-based investment builds on inclusive growth and delivers financial returns through 
optimisation of local resources and creation of economic ecosystems

Source: Scaling up Institutional Investment for Place-based Impact 2021; Literature Review, Place-based Impact Investment in Australia, 2012, National Australian Bank, JB Were; Inclusive Growth Partners analysis

Framework for place-based investment

Agreed Geographic Area

Community Engagement

Shared Vision and 

Commitment to Outcomes

Integrated Governance 

(e.g. City / Regional Deals)

Collaborative Working

A Cycle of Integrated 

Learning

SPECIFIC GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION

Local priorities, needs and opportunities as defined by local authorities, strategic partners and local stakeholders

Interlinkages / Interdependencies [Not Exhaustive]

Local 

Investment 

Opportunities

Education 

Opportunities

Skills 

Development 

and Training 

Opportunities

Employment 

Opportunities 

(including 

Transitional)

SME 

Participation 

Opportunities

Affordable 

Housing 

Stock

Social 

Services and 

Infrastructure

Transport 

Services and 

Infrastructure

Health 

Services and 

Infrastructure

Economic, 

Technology 

and Energy 

Infrastructure

Ecosystem 

Services and 

Water

Vision, Integrated Strategy and Spatial Plan

Governance

Impact investing principles and impact measurement, management and reporting practices

Inclusive Growth and Transition Plan

Supply Chain 

Opportunities
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What are some of the investment considerations?
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Institutional investors place capital directly and through asset managers through public 
and private markets - considerations include portfolio fit, exit options and other factors

Considerations and barriers to investment

Institutional 

Investors

Government

Asset Managers

Direct 

Investments Private 

Markets

Public Markets

Source of Capital Deployment Market

NOT EXHAUSTIVE

Investment Considerations

Does the investment fit the portfolio?

▪ Portfolio balance and volatility

▪ Fit with asset allocation framework (including  asset correlations)

▪ Risk adjusted return (capital / yield) vs impact

▪ Inflation, leverage and economic uncertainty

▪ ESG and Sustainability fit and risk

What’s the exit?

▪ Investment timeframe

▪ Liquidity, exit options and timeframes

▪ Secondaries

▪ Cost of exit

Other factors

▪ Scale of investment / scope of funding needs

▪ Operational and market factors (team, market forecast, barriers)
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Funding is provided by customers or governments through an agreement, financing is used 
to address the mismatch in timing of cash flows; capital needs to be returned

Source: Inclusive Growth Partners

Example free cash flow evaluation of an investment case for renewable energy plant options in a small town, 2018

-$8.0

-$6.0

-$4.0

-$2.0

$.0

$2.0

$4.0

$6.0

$8.0

Solar with Battery Storage Hydro Biomass

Solar with Battery Storage

<0% internal rate of return

LCOE (USD/kW) (L 0.20+) 0.20

Biomass

11.3% internal rate of return

LCOE (USD/kW) (L 0.08) 0.08 (H 0.15)

Hydroelectricity

10.5% internal rate of return

LCOE (USD/kW) (L 0.05) 0.07 (H 0.10)
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Government and philanthropists have been exploring first loss credit enhancements as a 
means to reduce risk for investors and catalyse capital flows into projects and markets

Source: Inclusive Growth Partners; Stanford Social Innovation Review; Global Impact Investor Network

Credit enhancement approach

$.0

$1.0

$2.0

$3.0

$4.0

$5.0

$6.0

$7.0

$8.0

$9.0

$10.0

Biomass (high network costs) Biomass (low network costs)

USD5.7m

Example of viability gap under 15% risk rate, in USD$m First Loss Credit Enhancement (FLCE)

Instrument Description

Equity By taking the most junior equity position in the 

overall capital structure, the Provider takes first 

losses (but perhaps also seeks risk-adjusted 

returns); this includes common equity in 

structures that include preferred equity classes 

Grants A grant provided for the express purpose of 

covering a set amount of first-loss 

Guarantees A guarantee to cover a set amount of first-loss 

Subordinated Debt The most junior debt position in a distribution 

waterfall with various levels of debt seniority 

(with no equity in the structure)

NOT EXHAUSTIVE

NPV

Revenue

NPV

Costs

Viability cap closes 

with lower risk 

adjustment rates 

which can be 

affected by FLCEs
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Blended services and infrastructure through hub and spoke operating models is an 
interesting opportunity for regions

Example areas of investment that institutional and asset managers are exploring

▪ Hospitals and clinics 

▪ Telehealth hub and spoke

▪ Aged care linked with in-home 

and disability services

Climate Adaptation 

Infrastructure and 

Natural Capital 

Assets

Health

Precincts

Sustainable 

Affordable

Housing

▪ Coastal protection assets

▪ Water infrastructure 

including river and 

catchment assets and 

management

▪ Forestry assets and 

management

▪ Affordable and sustainable 

housing projects linked to 

regional industrial investment

EXAMPLES ONLY
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We understand context

Our solutions draw on and 

integrate the broader 

resources of an ecosystem 

to create enduring impact

We adapt to change

Our approach enables 

flexibility and change as 

new insights are revealed 

and priorities set 

We build on evidence

Our community engagement 

is complemented by a focus 

on quantitative methods, 

and use of data

We work in partnership

Our team is collaborative 

and identifies appropriate 

ways to share risk in 

partnership with our clients



Thank You

This document remains the property of Inclusive Growth Pty Ltd unless otherwise agreed in contract. This document does not constitute 

investment advice and any data or forecasts included in this document are for illustrative purposes only. Inclusive Growth Partners and 

Inclusive Growth Finance are registered business names of Australian registered company Inclusive Growth Pty Ltd ACN 640 623 687.

www.inclusivegrowth.com.au

Cassian Drew

Managing Partner

E: cassian.drew@inclusivegrowth.com.au

M: +61 419 360 360


